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polynomials is proved. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let A = lFq[ T] and K= [Fq( T) be the ring of polynomials and field of 
rational functions in one variable over the field [F, with q elements. Let C 
be the completion of an algebraic closure of the completion K, of K at the 
place co. “I 1” denotes the absolute value on C, normalized by 1 TI = q. 
For any A-lattice A in C we let 
e,:C+C, eAz)=z II 
OflEA ( ) 
l-f 
the corresponding exponential function, and 
P’: A + End.(G,), at-+@;ll 
the corresponding Drinfeld module. (For definitions and elementary proper- 
ties, see [ 1, 2, 3, 51.) 
We have the relations 
F3eA(z)) = eAaz) (aE-4) (1.1) 
e,,(z)=c.e,(c-‘z) (1.2) 
@zA,^C=C.@; (CEC) (1.3) 
Let e=e, be the function corresponding to the lattice A and @: 
A + End&G,) the rank one Drinfeld module defined by D=(X) = TX+ A?. 
@ is called the Carlitz module. There is a number rc in C, well defined up to 
a q - lth root of unity, with the property @J = @, L = nA [4]. We fix once 
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for all one such R. In the class field theory of K, @ plays the role of the 
multiplicative group G, for the field Q [8]. 
Now let .4, = ( 1, o ) c C be the lattice generated by 1 and o, where w  
lies in the “upper half-plane” Q = C - K,. The corresponding Drinfeld 
module of rank two is denoted by @“. We have 
CD? = TX+ g(w) xq + A(0) A-q (2) 
g and A are modular forms for r= GL(2, A) of weight q - 1 (resp. q* - 1) 
(see [2,6,7]). Put t = t(z) =e,‘(rrz)=n-rep’. Then t is a parameter 
“at infinity” of Q/A. The aim of this paper is a product expansion of A in t, 
analogous with 
A(z) = (2ni)“q n (1 - qn)24, q = e*niz, 
IF>1 
where A is the discriminant function in the theory of elliptic curves. 
By definition, 
eAo(z) = z n’ l- 
ab ( ST) 
=4-&f&Qo-~))~ 
where we multiply over a (resp. b) in A and, as usual, n’ is the product 
over all vectors #O. 
For a #O, nb (1 -z/(aw + 6)) is a function with simple zeros at z in 
ao + A, hence a constant times e(z - aw). Evaluation at z = 0 gives the 
value e- ‘( - aw). Therefore, 
e,Jz) = 42) n , e(uo) - e(z) 
(I e(uo) . 
For fixed o, such products converge uniformly on balls in C. 
Let U, u be elements of K/A. Put 
e,,,(w) = e,Juo + 0). 
The eU,+ are holomorphic functions on 9. For u, u E T-IA/A, the e,,(o) are 
the zeros of @;, i.e., 
@oTW) = 40) n W-e,,,(w)). 
u,u E T-‘A/A 
(4) 
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With (2) (3), and (4) we get 
A=T n e;:(u) 
(U.U)#O 
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(5) 
and 
eu;~(co)=epl(uw+u) n’ 
e(aw) 
acA e(ao)-e(uw+v)’ 
If 0 # a in A has degree d and leading coefficient c E [F:, we put 
(6) 
f,(X) = c&&r’) Pd. 
f,(X) is a polynomial of degree qd- 1 with leading coefficient a and 
f,(O) = c. In fact, f, is a polynomial in X4-‘, the non-trivial exponents are 
qd-$ O<i,<d. For example, fi(X)= 1, fT(X)=TX4-I+ 1, f&X)= 
T2X9 -‘+(Tq+T)X92-Y+1. 
THEOREM. A has the product expansion 
A(t) = -,f+ If-1 
with a positive radius of convergence for 
t = t(z) = e;‘(m). 
Remarks. (1) For each coefficient of the Taylor expansion of A, only a 
finite number of a contribute. 
(2) We havef,, = cf, for c in IF J. Therefore, we can take the product 
over unitary a in A: 
A = -,f/- ‘tY- 1 n fl”‘- IHY- l’(t)* 
Y  unitary 
For the proof, we need some lemmata. 
LEMMA 1. Let a in A be unitary (leading coefficient equals 1) of degree 
d, 0<6< 1, and XFC with Ixl<<.q4 
&+l(Y- 1) 
l’(qp * ). Then we have If,(x) - I/ Q 
Proof. We have f,(X) = n,,,,, = o (1-U). The absolute values of the 
zeros A of @a are known to be <q 1’(9-‘) [S]. If si(A.} is the ith symmetric 
function in the R, we have Isi ~6’. Now If,(x)- 11 <supi,i l.s,{~x)~. 
Because the si{ Ax} vanish for i < qd- ‘(q - 1 ), we are done. 
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LEMMA 2. For z0 E C, we have 
n (x-z)=@T(x-z,). 
@T(z) = @7(q) 
Proof Both polynomials have degree q, leading coefficient 1, and the 
same zeroes. 
To prove our theorem, we have for 0 #a in A to compute 
By (1.1) and e=(nz) = se(z), 
4az) ednaz) 
e(az) - e(uz + v) =eL(71az) - e,(7c(uz + v)) 
@kdW 
= @,(eL(nz)) - eL(7c(uz + v))’ 
(7) 
Let z ~52. The set of numbers el(n(uz + v)), where U, UE T-‘A/A, is the 
complete inverse image under @, of the set {c- eL(nz) / c E ff ,>. Therefore, 
and by Lemma 2, 
l-I @JeL(nz)) - edn(uz + v)) 
u.u E T-‘A/A 
If we take the product of (7) over (u, V) # 0, we get 
@fe1(eL(7rz)) ff- l(t) 
@iL(eL(7=)) lLFq @,T+.(eL(xz))=fa’tf) ILfaT+c(f)’ 
Let g,(t) be the denominator of (8), d= dega. 
(8) 
PROPOSITION. g,(t)=(f~-1(t)+Tt4d~~-1~)(f~;‘-t~qd~~~1~~y~1’). 
We do not need this formula and omit the proof. The first factor comes 
from the eU,“, v=cT-I, u=O, cuff ,*, the second from the other eU,“. 
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One hasf,(t) g,(t)= n,,,,j,,+C(t). Because of IJCEF; c= -1, we derive 
for n > 0, 
It follows 
l-l f,(t) g,(t)= - n f,(t)* 
deg(al<n deg(n)<n+ 1 
(Both sides are uniformly convergent on discs )tl < r < q- 1’(9-‘) by 
Lemma 1.) Hence nLg:- l= 1 and 
l-p= 1 by g,(O) = 1. 
(The corresponding fact for the classical discriminant A is simply 
(9) 
~y-Y”)(L+cml-q 
n-l/*)(l+qn-li*)=~(,-qn), 
I 
see [9, pp. 2462531.) 
It remains to compute 
This is 
rb -1eL(7c(uz+u))=7t1-y2 n eL(7cu) n 
Of (u.0) OfV 
The first factor is 
n eL(m)= n A= T. 
O#U @r(i)=0 j. Z 0 
By Lemma 2, 
n eL(cn( T-‘z + u)) = @.(e,(cT-‘m)) 
” 
= c + eL(nz) 
=ct-‘. 
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Together, 
n e(uz+u)= -7~‘-~~Tr’-~. 
0 # (UJ) 
Our Theorem now follows from (5)~( 10). 
(10) 
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